Passion, Adaptability,
Reliability & Teamwork:
Creating Entertaining Gaming
Experiences with an Eye on Culture

B

uilding a team of humble,
passionate people who are
dedicated to customer service
has helped solidify Grover
Gaming’s position as a global
leader in the electronic
gaming industry. A diverse range of
products and mission-centered culture
has not hurt either.
Founded in Eastern North Carolina,
Grover Gaming has extensive experience
in developing 3D content and
exceptional video content for a variety
of gaming markets, including Social
and Real Money gaming. All game
development, programming, artwork,
production, sound, and math assets
are created in-house by talented studio
teams. This creative game design model
keeps the company nimble and allows
for quick responses to an ever-changing
gaming market.
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Thanks to exponential growth over the
past two years, Grover Gaming has been
able to develop a wide variety of gaming
content and products for the lottery and
charitable gaming industries. One of
their newest products is a full system
for Historical Horse Racing markets
throughout the country. HHR games are
based on past horse race results and have
proven to be a great addition to several
jurisdictions.
While Historical Horse Racing is Grover
Gaming’s newest product, some of their
other product offerings include:
• Video Lottery Terminals
• Digital Instant Ticket Machines &
Systems
• Electronic Pull-Tab Machines &
Systems
• Redemption Kiosks
• Tablet Gaming

Their growth and diverse portfolio of
products are each a testament to Grover
Gaming’s commitment to its core values:
Passion, Adaptability, Reliability, &
Teamwork. These values, along with
the company’s Mission and Vision, are
embraced by team members from Day 1.
“We are committed to the growth of our
employees from both the personal and
professional aspects of their lives,” said
Garrett Blackwelder, President of Grover
Gaming. “Our relationships with our
customers and employees are paramount in
how we treat each other and what we stand
for as a company.”

The company works hard to create a culture
and environment conducive to the gaming
industry and keeps its 300+ team members
engaged through a variety of company celebrations and fun events. Their social media
channels prominently feature employees
alongside partner locations, and proudly
displays the inner workings of a company
teeming with culture and excitement.

products or interested in career opportunities with Grover Gaming, visit them at GroverGaming.com or contact them at info@
grovergaming.com or 252.329.7900. n

Grover Gaming’s growth has been substantial, even during an international pandemic
that saw many in the gaming industry
downsize.
“We have continued to hire team members
and fill roles in our offices and distribution
centers throughout 9 different states,” said
Blackwelder. “We have also opened a new
creative design studio in Wilmington, North
Carolina that will be cutting edge, and
bolster our game development by further
attracting talented individuals.”
The company was recently featured by Inc
Magazine for a third consecutive year as
one of the 5000 fastest growing private
companies in America. Grover Gaming
is recognized throughout the industry for
their high-resolution graphics and exciting
design components, created by developers,
artists, audio designers, programmers, .net
developers and product specialists. They are
constantly looking for quality professionals
who share its Mission, Vision, & Values to
join them as they continue to grow.
If you are interested in Grover Gaming’s
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